THE CHAIRMAN’S VISION
AS THE PRIMARY ASSIGNMENT OF THIS ADMINISTRATION

Chairman Superintendent Michael Eaddy’s care and focus is in the following three (3) areas:

I. JUDICIAL “PROCESS”
   - Fulfill the General Council of Pastors and Elders (GCPE) constitutional Origin, Mission and Operations
   - Acquaint the Church of God in Christ leadership at the Pastoral and Jurisdictional levels with the role of GCPE as an Appellate Court
   - Advocate for the pursuit of MEDIATION over LITIGATION in matters of dispute
   - Provide judicial consultation to both pastoral and jurisdictional leadership
   - Educate on DUE and FAIR PROCESS in matters of dispute
   - Conduct HONEST and OBJECTIVE appellate deliberations
   - Engage in DIRECT INTERVENTION with both pastoral and jurisdictional leadership to embrace “PEACEFUL RESOLUTIONS” in matters of dispute

II. INDIVIDUAL “SUCCESS”
   - Link every available resource to Pastors and Elders for the achievement of their individual personal and ministry goals for family enrichment, community impact and economic development
   - Focus on the PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT and CONTINUED EDUCATION of Pastors and Elders to meet their wholistic needs, personally, emotionally, financially, spiritually, professionally and academically
   - Grant opportunity for participation and elevation within the GCPE leadership
   - Expose leaders to BEST PRACTICES and MODELS for exceptional ministry using cutting edge methodology
   - Equip GCPE constituents with the TECHNOLOGICAL UPGRADES for MARKETING CHRIST in the 21st Century
   - Implement a progressive program named – “EMERGING MILLENNIAL LEADERSHIP”. A division for Pastors and Elders 50 years and younger, providing a mentoring relationship for personal and ministry growth
   - Launch a NATIONAL PROFESSIONAL TALENT SEARCH to identify new talent which could positively impact the GCPE and Church of God in Christ at large
III. COGIC “ONENESS”

- **Initiate** the “ONE CHURCH” INITIATIVE to create a WIN/WIN relationship between the GCPE and every entity in the Church of God in Christ
- **Identify** members of the GCPE as Liaisons to establish collaboration and positive working relations with the departments and entities of the church to facilitate goal achievement of the Presiding Bishop’s Vision and the COGIC at large
- **Focus** on the philosophy of the “ONE CHURCH” INITIATIVE of:
  - Mediation
  - Adjudication
  - Cooperation
  - Communication
  - Education
  - Dissemination
  - Facilitation
  - Unification
- **Conduct** a “LISTENING TOUR” coupled with Regional Conferences nationwide to:
  - EDUCATE on Judicial Process
  - ACTIVATE – Pastors and Elders 50 years and younger
  - ASSIMILATE – Pastoral and Jurisdictional leadership towards productive working relationships

- ‘FOLLOW “PEACEFUL RESOLUTIONS” WITH ALL MEN....Hebrews 12:14